ADVANCED LEVEL

Recognising emotions of other people is an important skill

Can you match emotions with situations?

First player ask the question "How would I feel if...?" (e.g. when nobody asks about my opinion) Other players choses from the board one facial expression that best answers the question and move therobotto the box with chosen emotions. First player decide which facial expression suits best. Player who chose that box gets one point. The winner is the first person who gets 3 points.

Use the board with social skills3. It's a game for at least 3 players. Ask the teacher/parent/friend for help if you need it.

In this level you will train some social skills helpful for interacting with other people

EASY LEVEL: you are going to train how to use polite expressions.

MEDIUM LEVEL: you will train to recognise appropriate reactions in different situations, that include refusing, asking for help, apologising. The ability of reading is useful for this level.

ADVANCE LEVEL have to cooperate with other people. It's a level for 2 or more players
UNIT 7: SOCIAL SKILLS

This unit is about social skills helpful for interacting with other people

EASY LEVEL

This level helps to learn how to match polite expressions with situations

Do you know which polite expressions you should use in which context? Let’s check!

Move the robot on the board (movements left, right, or north-south ...). Look at the picture on which your robot is standing. Choose the right polite expression that you should use in the situation that your robot is standing on. Think about one situation from your life in which you use (or you can / should use) those expressions.

Use the social skills1 board . (social skills1.pdf) You can choose polite expressions from this list: Thank you, Excuse me, could you help me? I’m sorry, Goodbye - Good morning/ good afternoon - Hi! How are you?

MEDIUM LEVEL

This level helps to learn assertiveness - how you could ask for help, refuse, apologise, accept if somebody is refusing you

Do you know how to react in different social situations? Let’s check!

With the help of the dice, move the robot through the boxes until you reach the end of the line. If your robot stands on the box with the picture of a social situation choose which one of two reactions is right in the situation. Move your robot to the box that presents the reaction that is good for you and for other people.

You have a skill board for help (table of musical notes with their names and the proper distribution of the notes on staff to form the scale of C)